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DETECTING THOM FAULTS IN STRATIFIED MAPPINGS
SAURABH TRIVEDI & DAVID TROTMAN
Abstract. We state and prove several characterizations of Thom’s reg-
ularity condition for stratified maps. In particular we extend to strati-
fied maps some characterizations of Whitney (a) regularity, due to the
second author.
1. Introduction
One of the most important properties of Whitney (a)-regularity is that
it is necessary and sufficient for the stability of transversality to stratifica-
tions. Necessity was proved in [15] by the second author, while Feldman
proved sufficiency [1]. It was conjectured in the doctoral dissertation of
the second author [14] that this characterization can be generalized to the
statement that Thom regularity is necessary and sufficient for the stability
of transversality to foliated stratifications.
If the usual Thom transversality theorem were true for transversality to
foliations, which is not the case, the conjecture would follow immediately
because the method used by the second author would go through. We
present a proof of this conjecture using a new method that applies also
to the case of Whitney (a)-regularity, moreover we generalize the result of
Feldman and Trotman to what we call prestratifications.
Thom regularity for stratified maps occurs frequently in singularity theory
and its applications to dynamical systems, notably in Hilbert’s 16th problem
about limit cycles, as in the work of Ilyashenko-Kaloshin [4] and Kaloshin [5],
so that equivalent geometric properties are potentially of great interest to
specialists. Few previous results exist of this kind, for example see the work
of Koike [7] and Schu¨rmann [11]. An important result in equisingularity
theory for families of complex hypersurfaces defined by a function F , due
to Leˆ Dung Tra`ng and K. Saito, says that the family has constant Milnor
number if and only if F is Thom regular [8]. Here we present some more
geometric properties of Thom regularity.
Section 2 defines the notions of prestratifications, stratifications, Thom
regularity for stratified maps, faults and detectors.
Section 3 shows that Thom regularity is sufficient for the stability of
transversality of foliated prestratifications. This generalizes greatly Propo-
sition 3.6 on page 196 in Feldman [1].
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Section 4 opens with some examples showing that transversality to fo-
liations is not a generic condition and that we cannot detect Thom faults
using embeddings. This shows that the method of the second author from
[15] in proving the necessity of Whitney (a)-regularity for the stability of
transversality does not work as a way of proving necessity of Thom regular-
ity for stability of transversality to foliated stratifications. A new method is
presented here allowing us to give a short proof of this result. This exploits
the fact that a map is transverse to any submanifold if its rank is equal to
the dimension of the target manifold.
In Section 5 after recalling the definition of (tf )-regularity we show that it
implies Thom regularity in the case of subanalytic stratifications, where the
curve selection lemma holds. That (af ) implies (tf ) is trivial since spanning
is an open condition and it is used in several places in Kaloshin [5].
In Section 6 we prove the equivalence of Thom regularity and a geometric
version of Thom regularity analogous to the geometric version of Whitney
(a)-regularity that was conjectured to be equivalent to (a)-regularity by
Wall [18] and proved to be equivalent by Trotman [16], then by Hajto [2]
and Perkal [10]. We use a foliated version of the perturbation lemma of
Perkal [10]. A similar result is proved by Koike [7] but our method is much
simpler.
2. Definitions
2.1. Prestratifications and stratifications. Let V be a closed subset of a
C1-manifold N . A prestratification Σ of V is a collection of pairwise disjoint
subsets {Sα}α∈Λ of V such that:
1. ∪α∈ΛSα = V .
2. For every α ∈ Λ, Sα is an embedded connected submanifold of N . We
call Sα’s strata of Σ.
3. Every point in V has a neighbourhood in N which intersects only
finitely many strata. This is called local finiteness.
By the frontier of a subset S ⊂ N we mean S \ S. A prestratification is
said to be a stratification if it satisfies the frontier condition, i.e. the frontier
of every stratum is a union of some other strata.
S1
S2
Figure 1. Prestratification
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In a prestratification it is possible that none of the strata be a closed set,
see Figure 1.
2.2. Thom regularity. Let N and P be C1-manifolds and f : N → P be
a C1-map of constant rank on a submanifold S of N . Then, f induces a
foliation on S, denoted FfX . If x ∈ S, we denote by Tx(FfS) the tangent space
of the leaf of the foliation FfS passing through x. These notations will be
used everywhere in the article.
Let X and Y be submanifolds of N such that f has constant rank on
both X and Y . The submanifold X is said to be Thom (af )-regular over Y
at a point y ∈ Y ∩X, if
(af)-regularity - for every sequence {xi} of points in X converging to
y such that Txi(F
f
X) converges to τ , we have Ty(F
f
Y ) ⊂ τ .
This definition is equivalent to the original definition of Thom regularity
as given in Mather [9].
Let Σ be a prestratification of a closed subset V in N such that f has
constant rank on every stratum of Σ. We will call such a map a stratified
map though the usual definition of a stratified map is stronger, see Koike
[7]. Let X and Y be two strata of Σ. Then the pair (X,Y ) is said to be
(af )-regular if X is (af )-regular over Y at every point in Y ∩ X and Y is
(af )-regular over X at every point in X∩Y . Also Σ is said to be (af )-regular
if every pair of strata in Σ is (af )-regular.
We show by examples that Thom (af )-regularity does not imply Whitney
(a)-regularity and vice-versa; see Mather [9] for the definition of Whitney
(a) regularity. However, if f is constant on the strata of a prestratification
Σ then (af ) in this case is equivalent to (a).
1. Let N = R3, S1 = {z = 0, y > 0} and S2 = {y = 0}. Then, S1 is not
(a)-regular over S2 at any point on x-axis.
Define f : R3 → R by f(x, y, z) = y + z. Then the resulting foliated
prestratification is (af )-regular. See Figure 2.
2. Let N = R3, S1 = {y > 0, z < 0, y = z2} and S2 = {y = 0}. Then, S1
is (a)-regular over S2 at every point on the x-axis.
Define f : R3 → R by f(x, y, z) = y. Notice that the fibers of f give a
foliation of S1 whose leaves are lines parallel to x-axis that lie on S1. The fo-
liation on S2 induced by f is S2 itself. The resulting foliated prestratification
is not (af )-regular. See Figure 2.
2.3. Faults and Detectors. When some regularity condition E is not sat-
isfied at a point of a prestratification, we call the point an E-fault. Many
proofs showing that one regularity condition implies another are by contra-
diction; we suppose that the second condition fails, and then we show that
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(af )-regular but not (a)-regular (a)-regular but not (af )-regular
S1
S2
S2
S1
Figure 2. Thom regularity
the first condition necessarily fails as well. When we can do this we say we
have detected the fault (the point where the second condition fails).
3. Transversality to Thom regular stratifications is a stable
condition
Let M , N and P be C1-manifolds. Recall that a C1-map g : M → N is
said to be transverse to a submanifold S of N at a point w ∈ M , denoted
g tw S, if either g(w) 6∈ S or g(w) ∈ S and Dgw(TwM) + Tg(w)S = Tg(w)N .
If g is transverse to S at all point w ∈M we write g t S.
If S is a stratum of a prestratification Σ of a closed subset in N and
f : N → P is a stratified map, then
g t ker dx(f |S) ∀x ∈ S ⇔ g t FfS
⇔ g t fibres of f |S
⇔ f |S ◦ g : M → f(S) is a submersion.
We write g tK FfΣ to say that f is transverse to every leaf of every stratum
of Σ at points of K ⊂ M . If K = M we simply write f t FfΣ. Denote by
C1(M,N) the set of all C1-maps between M and N . We prove:
Theorem 3.1. Let Σ be a prestratification of a closed subset V of a C1-
manifold N , and let f : N → P be a stratified map. If Σ is an (af )-regular
prestratification, then
i. for every C1-manifold M and any compact set K ⊂ M , TK = {g ∈
C1(M,N) : g tK FfΣ} is open in C1(M,N) with the weak topology.
ii. for every C1-manifold M and any closed set K ⊂ M , the set TK =
{g ∈ C1(M,N) : g tK FfΣ} is open in C1(M,N) with the strong topology.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Let M , N and P be C1-manifolds and let V ⊂ N be a closed
set. Let Σ be a prestratification of V and f : N → P be a stratified map such
that Σ is (af )-regular. Let g : M → N be a C1 map. If w ∈M is such that
g tw FfΣ then there exists a coordinate chart (φ,U) of M at w and (ψ,W)
at g(w) such that for each compact K ⊂ U there is a weak neighbourhood1
N (g, (φ,U), (ψ,W),K, ) of g each of whose members h satisfies h tK FfΣ.
Proof. Due to local finiteness of Σ without loss of generality we can assume
that Σ has only two strata X and Y . We have three cases,
(1) g(w) /∈ V ,
(2) g(w) ∈ V but g(w) /∈ Y ∩X and g(w) /∈ X ∩ Y .
(3) g(w) ∈ V and g(w) ∈ X ∩ Y or g(w) ∈ Y ∩X.
In the first two cases the result follows easily since V is a closed set and
the set of surjective linear maps forms an open set. This leaves the only
interesting case (3).
So, suppose g(w) ∈ V and g(w) ∈ Y ∪ X. Since g(w) ∈ Y , by the
case (2) we can find coordinate charts (φ′′, U ′′) around w and (ψ′′,W ′′)
around g(w) such that for each compact K ⊂ U ′′ there is a weak subbasic
neighbourhood N (g, (φ′′, U ′′), (ψ′′,W ′′),K, ′′) such that every member of
this neighbourhood is transverse to every leaf of the foliation FfY .
Now, suppose that, contrary to the conclusion of the lemma, for each
neighbourhood U of x, there is a compact set K ⊂ U such that every weak
subbasic neighbourhood of g contains a map which is not transverse to one
of the leaves of the foliation FfX induced on X by f .
Choose {Ui}∞i=1 to be a basis for the neighbourhoods of w. Then, for
each i there is a compact set Ki ⊂ Ui, a point wi ∈ Ki and a map gi ∈
N (g, (φ|Ui , Ui), (ψ,W ),Ki, 1/i) such that gi 6twi FfXwi , where (φ,U) and
(ψ,W ) are fixed charts for M and N at w and g(w) respectively and FfXwi
is the leaf of FfX passing through gi(wi).
Note first that for each i, we have |ψgi(wi)−ψg(wi)| < 1/i and also that
there exist {i > 0} such that i → 0 as i→∞ and |ψg(wi)− ψg(w)| < i.
Then by the triangle inequality, gi(wi)→ g(w) as i→∞.
Since gi 6twi FfXwi , it follows that
dimTgi(wi)N > dim
(
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
+Dwigi(TwiM)
)
.
1Set of all C1-maps h : M → N such that h(K) ⊂ W, ||gφ,ψ(x) − hφ,ψ(x)|| <  and
||Dgφ,ψ(x)−Dhφ,ψ(x)|| <  for all x ∈ φ(K).
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Taking limits on both sides and using the properties of sequences of points
in Grassmannians we have:
dimTg(w)N > lim
i→∞
dim
(
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
+Dwigwi(TwiM)
)
= dim lim
i→∞
(
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
+Dwigwi(TwiM)
)
≥ dim
(
lim
i→∞
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
+ lim
n→∞Dwigwi(TwiM)
)
≥ dim
(
lim
i→∞
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
+Dwg(TwM)
)
.
But since X is (af )−regular over Y at g(w) we have
lim
i→∞
Tgi(wi)F
f
Xwi
⊃ Tg(w)FfYw ,
where FfYw is the leaf of the foliation F
f
Y , induced by f on Y , passing through
g(w).
Thus it follows that
dimTg(w)N > dim
(
Tg(w)F
f
Yw
+Dwg(TwM)
)
which is a contradiction to the fact that g tw FfΣ. Thus, there exists a chart
(φ′, U ′) around w and a chart (ψ′,W ′) around g(w) such that for each com-
pact K ⊂ U ′ the subbasic neighbourhood of g, N (g, (φ′, U ′), (ψ′,W ′),K, ′)
has the property that all its members are transverse to FfX on all of K.
Set U = U ′ ∩U ′′ and W = W ′ ∩W ′′. It is easy to see that for a suitable 
and any compactK ⊂ U , the subbasic neighbourhoodN (g, (φ,U), (ψ,W),K, )
satisfies,
N (g, (φ,U), (ψ,W),K, ) ⊂ N (g, (φ,U ′), (ψ,W ′),K, ′)
⋂
N (g, (φ′′, U ′′), (ψ′′,W ′′),K, ′′)
and all its members are transverse to FfX and F
f
Y on K. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The two parts will be treated separately.
i. To prove that TK is open, we show that there exists a weak open neigh-
bourhood of every map in TK contained in TK . Take a map g ∈ TK , since
g is transverse to FfΣ at each w ∈ K and Σ is af -regular, by Lemma 3.2, for
each w ∈ K there exists a chart Uw with the property that for each compact
set Kw ⊂ Uw there is a neighbourhood N (g, (φw, Uw), (ψw, Vw),Kw, w) such
that each member of this neighbourhood is transverse to Σ on all of Kw.
Since K is compact, we can choose a finite subcollection {Uw1 , . . . , Uwr} of
the coordinate neighbourhoods {Uw}w∈K , such that K ⊂ ∪ri=1Kwi . But
then the intersection
∩ri=1N (g, (φwi , Uwi), (ψwi , Vwi),Kwi , )
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( = min{wi}) is a weak open neighbourhood of g and is contained in TK ,
as required.
ii. First notice that every open covering of a closed set of a smooth
manifold has a locally finite open refinement. Now as in (i), by Lemma
3.2, for each w ∈ K there is a chart Uw for M which contains w and has
the property: for each compact set Kw ⊂ Uw there is a neighbourhood
N (g, (φw, Uw), (ψw, Vw),Kw, w) all of whose members are transverse to FfΣ.
Now choose a locally finite subcollection of the charts {Uw}w∈K which covers
K. By the definition of the strong topology, the intersection of the weak
subbasic neighbourhoods for this finite subcollection of charts gives a strong
open neighbourhood all of whose members are transverse to FfΣ on K. 
4. Stability of transversality implies Thom regularity
First we show that transversality of maps to foliations is not a generic
condition. Consider the following examples.
1. Let M = S1 and N = R2 foliated by lines parallel to x-axis. Then the
embedding of M into N is non transverse to this foliation and it cannot be
made transverse by small perturbations. See Figure 3.
2. Let M = R and N = R2 foliated by lines parallel to x-axis. Let
f : M → N be given by f(x) = (x, x3 − x). Then f is non transverse to
this foliation and it cannot be made transverse by small perturbations. See
Figure 3.
Figure 3. Non-genericity
2. Let M = S2, N = R2 and S be the unit circle in N considered as
foliated by its points. Project M onto N in a way that the image of M
under this projection f is a disc D which does not entirely cover S. The
rank of this projection f at the points whose image intersect S and lie in
the interior of D is 2 and thus f is transverse to the foliated circle at these
points. But, we cannot find maps close to f which are transverse on every
point of M because any sufficiently small perturbation of f will not cover S
entirely and whenever the boundary of the image intersects the circle it will
not be transverse to the foliated circle.
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X
Y
Figure 4. Stratification of a Blow-up
Secondly, we show that we cannot detect (af )-faults by embeddings.
3. Consider the blow-up of R2 at 0, given by β : E → R2 where E is
the canonical line bundle over the real projective line RP 1. Recall that E is
topologically a Mo¨bius band embedded into R3. We take the stratification
of E with two strata, X = β−1(0) and Y = E\X. The blow-up map β
induces a foliation on X and Y . The only leaf of this foliation of X is X
itself and the leaves of the foliation of Y are points. It is easy to see that
this stratification of E is not aβ-regular.
Notice that we cannot detect the aβ-faults in this stratifications by per-
turbing embeddings of rank 2 or even rank 3. For, no embedding of rank 2
can intersect this foliated stratification transversely since by the definition
of transversality we need to have a rank 3 map to intersect the foliation of
Y . Thus the set of maps transverse to this stratification from a manifold
of dimension 2 is empty and so open and yet our stratification is not aβ
regular.
Similarly any embedding of rank 3 is always transverse to this foliated
stratification by the definition of transversality and thus we cannot find a
sequence of embeddings of rank 3 not transverse to one foliated stratum but
whose limit is transverse to the other foliated stratum.
This shows that the method used to prove that Whitney (a)-regularity is
necessary and sufficient for the stability of transversality by the second au-
thor in [15] does not work to obtain a generalization for the Thom regularity.
We will show however using a new method that Thom regularity is necessary
and sufficient for the stability of transversality to foliated stratifications.
We will prove the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Let N and P be C1-manifolds. Let f : N → P be a stratified
map for a prestratification Σ of a closed subset V of N . Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) Σ is (af )-regular,
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(2) for any C1-manifold M , the set {g ∈ C1(M,N) : g t FfΣ} is open in
the strong topology,
(3) the set {g ∈ C1(N,N) : g t FfΣ} is open in the strong topology.
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let N be a smooth manifold of dimension n ≥ 2 and let x ∈ N .
Let r be a positive integer strictly less than n. Then, there exists a bijective
smooth map g : N → N such that
i. the rank of g at x is r,
ii. the rank of g at all points except x is n.
Proof. Take a chart (U, φ) (coordinate disk) around x. We will construct a
map gU : U → U that has the above properties on U , gU (x) = x and gU is
identity outside a relatively compact subset of U . The lemma will follow by
extending this map outside U by the identity map.
Let γ : R→ R be a smooth map with following properties.
i. γ(a) = 0 if a ≤ 0,
ii. γ(a) = 1 if a ≥ 1,
iii. γ′(a) > 0 for 0 < a < 1.
Define a map h : Rn → Rn by
h(a1, . . . , an) = (a1, . . . , ar, ar+1γ(‖a‖2), . . . , anγ(‖a‖2)).
where a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn and ‖a‖2 = a21 + · · ·+ a2n.
Notice that the map h is smooth and has the following properties:
i. it has rank r at 0,
ii. it has rank n at any point a 6= 0,
iii. it is the identity outside the ball of radius 1,
iv. it is bijective.
Now define gU : U → U by gU = φ−1 ◦ h ◦ φ. Then, hU has the required
properties. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The implications ((1) ⇒ (2)) and ((2) ⇒ (3)) follow
from Theorem 3.1. The only implication to be proved is ((3) ⇒ (1)).
Suppose Σ is not an (af )-regular prestratification. Then, there exists a
sequence {xi} in a stratum X converging to a point y in a stratum Y such
that T (FXxiX) converges to τ in the Grassmannian but τ does not contain
Ty(F
f
Y ) as a subspace. Let v ∈ Ty(FfY ) such that v 6∈ τ . Then, there
exists a subspace H of TyN of dimension n− dimTy(FfY ), (dimN = n), not
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containing v such that
H ⊕ Ty(FfY ) = TyN (1)
H + τ 6= TyN (2)
Moreover, there exists a sequence {Hi} of subspaces of TxiN of dimension
n− dimTy(FfY ) such that for large enough i,
Hi + Txi(F
f
X) 6= TxiN. (3)
By Lemma 4.2 there exists a map g : N → N (after a suitable change of
coordianates) with the following properties:
1. g(y) = y,
2. the rank of g at y is n− dimTy(FfY ),
3. the rank of g at any point other than y is n, and
4. Dyg(TyN) = H.
We have g t FfΣ since the rank of g is n at all points except y and by (1)
g is transverse to FfY at y.
Now it is easy to find a sequence of maps {gi : N → N} converging to g
in the strong topology such that for large i, gi(y) = xi, and
Dygi(TyN) = Hi. (4)
By (3) and (4), for large i, gi 6t FfX , which is a contradiction to the
hypothesis that {g ∈ C1(N,N) : g t FfΣ} is open in the strong topology. 
5. Thom regularity and (tf )-regularity
Let N and P be C1-manifolds and X and Y be submanifolds of N . Let
f : N → P be a C1-map that has constant rank of X and Y . Then, X is
said to be (tf )-regular over Y at y ∈ Y ∩X if
(tf)-regularity - Given a C
1 submanifold S of N transverse to the leaf
of FfY passing through y, there is a neighbourhood U of y in N such that S
is transverse to FfX in U .
Since spanning is an open condition, it follows at once that (af )-regularity
implies (tf )-regularity. Kaloshin [5] uses and gives a proof of this trivial fact
in his article on Hilbert’s sixteenth problem, see page 463, page 492 and
proposition 2 in page 495 in [5].
We show that (af )-faults can be detected by (tf )-regularity in the suban-
alytic case. Since the arguments are local we work with Rn.
Theorem 5.1. Let X, Y be C1-submanifolds of Rn with 0 ∈ Y ∩X, and let
Y be a subanalytic set. Let f : Rn → Rp be a subanalytic map (i.e. the graph
of f is subanalytic in Rn×Rp), such that f |X and f |Y are of constant rank.
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Then X is (af )−regular over Y at 0 if and only if for every semianalytic
C1 submanifold S transverse to FfY at 0, there is some neighbourhood of 0
in which S is transverse to FfX .
Proof. Condition (af ) implies (tf ) trivially. We show that (tf ) implies (af )
with the hypothesis of the theorem.
Let 0 ∈ Y be an (af )-fault. Then, there exists a sequence {xi} in X
converging to 0 such that the limit of the tangent spaces Txi(F
f
X) converg
es to τ , but τ does not contain T0(F
f
Y ).
We will construct a semianalytic C1 submanifold S transverse to the leaf
of FY passing through 0 but not transverse to the leaves of F
f
X on any
neighbourhood around 0.
Since T0(F
f
Y ) 6⊂ τ there exists a unit vector v ∈ T0(FfY ) such that v 6∈ τ .
This implies that there exist  > 0 and a positive number n such that for
all i > n,
d(v, Txi(F
f
X)) > .
where d(v, Txi(F
f
X)) denotes the distance between v and Txi(F
f
X).
Let m be the dimension of leaves of FfX and let
V1 = Rn × {P ∈ Gnm(R) : d(v, P ) > }
and
V2 = {(x, Tx(FfX)) : x ∈ X} ⊂ Rn ×Gnm(R),
where Gnm(R) denotes the Grassmann bundle of m-dimensional subspaces of
Rn.
The set V1 is semialgebraic and we show that V2 is subanalytic. In fact we
just need to show that {(x, TxX) : x ∈ X} is subanalytic, which is precisely
Lemma 1.6 in Verdier [17]. For, Tx(F
f
X) = ker dxf ∩ TxX, and ker dyf is
a fixed subspace of Rn if we suppose that f is a linear projection (as we
can since f is the composition of an embedding onto its graph followed by a
linear projection (cf. page 30 of Teissier [12])). Thus, V2 is a subanalytic set.
Semialgebraic sets are subanalytic, and the finite intersection of subanalytic
sets is subanalytic (by Hironaka [3]). Hence, V1 ∩ V2 is subanalytic.
Notice that (0, τ) ∈ V1 ∩ V2, thus by the curve selection lemma (see Propo-
sition 3.9 in Hironaka [3]), there is an analytic arc
α : [0, 1]→ Rn ×Gnm
given by α(t) = (α1(t), Tα1(t)(F
f
X)), such that α(0) = (0, τ) and α(t) ∈ V1∩V2
if t > 0.
Denote by Nt ∈ Gnn−1(R) the orthogonal complement of the tangent space
to the manifold-with-boundary α1[0, 1] and let vt be the orthogonal projec-
tion of v into Nt. Denote by 〈v〉 the subspace spanned by v.
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Let σ : [0, 1]→ Gnn−2(R) be the analytic curve defined by
σ(t) = Pt ⊕ (Pt ⊕ 〈vt〉)⊥
where Pt = Nt ∩ Tα1(t)(FfX) and ()⊥ is the orthogonal complement in Nt.
Notice that, vt 6∈ Pt and moreover σ(t)⊕ 〈v〉 = Nt.
Then the union of {σ(t)} for t ∈ [0, 1], considered as embedded (n − 2)-
planes in Rn passing through points α1(t) defines a semianalytic manifold-
with-boundary S′ of dimension (n − 1). Reflection in N0 extends S′ to a
C1-manifold S which is a semianalytic subset of Rn and which is transverse
to FfY at 0.
Finally we show that S is not transverse to FfX on any neighbourhood of
0. Let U be a neighbourhood around 0. There exists some t0 ∈ (0, 1] such
that U ∩ α1(0, 1] ⊃ α1(0, t0]. But S′ (and hence S) is not transverse to FfX
at any point of α1(0, 1]. For, if At denotes the tangent space to the curve
α1(0, 1] at α1(t),
Tα1(t)F
f
X = Pt ⊕At ⊂ σ(t)⊕At = Tα1(t)S.
Theorem 5.1 follows. 
6. Geometric versions of Thom regularity
Let N and P be C1-manifolds and X and Y be submanifolds of N . Let
f : N → P be a C1-map that has constant rank of X and Y . Then, X is
said to be (asf )-regular over Y at y ∈ Y ∩X if
(asf)-regularity - Given a C
1 local retraction pi defined near y onto the
leaf of FfY passing through y, there is a neighbourhood U of y in R
n such
that pi|X∩U is a submersion on every leaf of FfX ∩ U .
This is equivalent to saying that X is (F1f )-regular over Y at y ∈ Y ∩X,
where we define
(Fkf)-regularity - Given a C
k foliation G of N transverse to FfY at 0,
there is a neighbourhood of 0 in which G is transverse to FfX .
We show that (also proved in Koike [7] but our proof is much simpler):
Theorem 6.1. Let f : N → P be a C1 map, between C1 manifolds N and
P , X and Y be C1 submanifolds of N such that f |X and f |Y have constant
rank, and let 0 ∈ Y ∩X. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
i. X is (af )-regular over Y at 0,
ii. X is (asf )-regular over Y at 0.
We state the following lemmas that can be obtained by slight modifica-
tions to Perkal’s perturbation theorems 1.2 and 1.4 in [10].
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Lemma 6.2. Let X be a submanifold of Rn, let x0 ∈ X and let {xi} be
a sequence in X converging to x0. For each sequence {Li}∞i=0 of linear
bijections from Rn to Rn converging to the identity, there is a C1 chart
(V, ψ) around x0 such that ψ(xi) = xi and Dψ(xi) = Li for large i.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be a manifold of Rn, let x0 ∈ X and let {xi} be a
sequence in X converging to x0. Let F be a foliation of X. If {Txi(F)} and
a sequence {τi} of linear subspaces of Rn converge to a common limit τ in
the Grassmann bundle then there is a C1 chart ψ around x0 such that for
large i, ψ(xi) = xi and Txi(ψ(F)) = τi.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. That (af ) implies (a
s
f ) follows very easily following
the proofs that (a) implies (as) in Wall [18] or page 9 in Thom [13].
Let s be the dimension of leaves of FfY . Since the argument is local, we
can assume without loss of generality that T0(F
f
Y ) = R
s × {0}.
Suppose X is not (af )-regular over Y at 0. There exists an f -good se-
quence {xn} in X such that its Grassmann limit does not contain T0(FfY ).
Let (V1, V2) be the basis for τ where V1 is a basis of τ ∩ T0(FfY ) and V2 is a
basis for the orthogonal complement of τ ∩ T0(FfY ) in τ .
Extend the set of vectors consisting of vectors in V2, and a basis for Y to
a basis for Rn and let A be the linear map from Rn to Rn that maps this
basis to itself.
Notice that pis(A(V1)) = V1 while pis(A(V2)) = 0 and pis(A(τ)) = τ ∩ Y ,
where pis : Rn → Rs × {0} is the natural projection. This gives a linear
bijection A such that pis|A(τ) is not submersive.
Thus we can assume, after making this linear change of chart, that pi|τ is
not submersive. By Lemma 6.3 there is a C1 chart ψ such that, for large i,
Txi(ψ(F
f
X)) = τ . But
Dxi(pis|ψ(FfX)) = (Dxipis)(Txi(F
f
X)) = pis|τ
so that piψ = ψ
−1 ◦ pis ◦ ψ fails to be a submersion on V ∩ X for some
neighbourhood V of 0. Hence (af )-regularity fails. 
Another proof of the above theorem can be given using the condition
(F1f ), which is equivalent to (af ), and Trotman’s idea of ripples [16]. We
cannot replace C1 by C2 in the statement of Theorem 6.1, see Perkal [10]
or Kambouchner and Trotman [6].
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